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Executive Summary
One of the worst feelings in the world is feeling like you don’t belong or that something is wrong with
you. Our mission is to eradicate those feelings for a few very important individuals: people with big
feet.
Go into any shoe store and try to find shoes over size 13. It is nigh impossible. Some stores might
have a few pairs of 14s or 15s, but they look like your grandpa’s house shoes. Nobody wants that.
People want the latest trends and fashion, and people with big feet have just been out of luck.
Until now.
Bigfoot’s Shoe Emporium is the cure to the neglect that our large-footed friends have suffered for
millennia. We are a shoe store that exclusively sells oversized shoes, sizes 14 and up. Brands like
Nike, New Balance, Adidas — shoes that people actually want to wear. Every foot deserves to feel
fashionable, and we’re taking care of the big ones.
The need is great, the harvest is ripe, and the workers are ready to get to business.
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Strategic Plan

Product Description

shoes

Oversized name brand shoes that are
just begging you to try them on

socks

Big comfy socks for every occasion
(except underwater basket-weaving)

laces

Replacements for when your beloved
big shoes have been thoroughly loved

Mission Statement

BIG FEET
need

BIG SHOES
Vision Statement

Goals & Objectives

become the best oversized
shoe provider in America
Turn a profit after year 3
Partner with at least one professional sports team
Expand to 3 brick-and-mortar stores by year 5 and 10 stores by year 10
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Operations Plan

This facility is located in the Bishop Arts District, an area of Dallas thriving with culture. The building
is actually a brand-new apartment complex with retail space available at an annual rate of $15 per
square foot. That price is negotiable and could potentially brought down. Additionally, Bigfoot’s could
split the space with another business to save money on rent.

Facility

Photo courtesy of Google Maps
Photo courtesy of LoopNet.com

Bishop Highline

120 N Madison Ave | Dallas, TX

Here’s one of the best parts: the facility is located between the American Airlines Center (home of the
Dallas Mavericks) and AT&T Stadium (home of the Dallas Cowboys). Imagine the promotional stunts
we could do with the big boys on both those teams. Sponsorships, autograph signings, television
commercials — the whole nine yards! If we could get Mark Cuban on board, we could seriously make
an entrance into the shoe business...

Everything is bigger in Texas, even feet! Dallas is a staple city in the sports world and boasts a score
of professional, collegiate, high school, and AAU teams. Games and tournaments happen every day,
and many of these gifted athletes are walking around on a hefty set of skis. They need other shoes
besides high tops and cleats, and we’re going to provide those.

4,257 SF
4-star retail space
$15/SF/year (negotiable)
Built in 2020, available February 2021
New space, never previously occupied
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Inventory Management

Organization

shoes

socks

laces

2 cash registers
1 counter
Computer system
Disposable socks

Hand sanitizer
Plexiglass screen
Cleaning supplies
Shoe racks

Display shelves
Shoe sizers
Stools
Mirrors

Our main focus is shoes. We will open our store with 1,000 pairs of gigantic shoes to sell to our large
friends. The shoes will span a variety of popular brands, and we will keep at least one pair in each size
on the shelves. The rest of our inventory will be stored in the back of the facility. We will order more
shoes in a certain size once our supply dips below three pairs in that specific size. We’ll partner with
the shoe companies directly to ensure that enough large shoes are made in initial production. When
customers order online, our distribution manager will ensure that they’re order is shipped properly and
promptly.

FOUNDER

DISTRIBUTION
MANAGER

A sharp individual who will work hard to
make sure those shipments come in and
arrive on time

John David Stewart
Marketing & Social Media Mastermind

ASSOCIATE
SUPERVISIOR

ASSOCIATES

Someone who’s not afraid to be stern
with the minions when they’re not doing
their job right

The minions who keep the ship running so
the brilliant entrepreneur can do his thing

Day-to-Day

Production
Once we receive our products from the shoe, sock, and shoelace
manufacturers, we’ll slap some good ole’ Bigfoot’s branding on the
products in some form or fashion (even if it’s only a sticker on the
box). We could work with some of the sock and lace companies
to package the goods with custom Bigfoot’s packaging. Once the
business gets off the ground, we can start producing our own socks.
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I arrive at the office at 8:00 AM to get started on my work in solitude. The
distribution manager and associate supervisor get there in time for our daily 9:00
AM meeting. The associates arrive half an hour before we open at 10:00 AM. When
the first customers walk in the door, we are all ready to serve them to our best
ability. The sales associates do their best to be helpful yet not annoying. There
are always five associates working in the store at all times performing various
tasks that need to be done (attending the registers, helping customers, restocking
shelves, cleaning, etc.). I walk the floor at least once an hour to make sure things are running
smoothly. I focus most of my efforts towards running our social media accounts, implementing new
marketing strategies, and contacting key partners. The distribution manager takes care of incoming
and outgoing shipments. I leave around 5:00 PM, or whenever I feel in a good place. The distribution
manager finishes an hour later, and the associate supervisor leaves at 7:00 PM. The associates close
up shop at 9:00 PM. Then we do it all again the next day.
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Marketing Plan

Price
Whatever we pay to get the shoe from the manufacturer, we’ll sell it for
double. For example, if a company sells us a pair of shoes for $50, we’ll
price them at $100. Our shoes might have to be pricier than normal if
the cost of production to make these less common sizes that use more
materials. However, our customers value quality shoes that fit, so a higher
price should not deter them from purchasing from us.

Market Survey
There is nothing new under the sun. A few other shoe stores already
specialize in oversized shoes, but their selections of footwear are
limited or undesirable. These companies are small and primarily
operate online. Online selling is convenient and necessary for
businesses to survive, but we want to focus on getting the fit of the
shoe correct. This mission requires quality web customer service
and in-store experience. There are a lot of people with big feet, and
Bigfoot’s could outfit them all.

Promotion
Social media will be our best friend. This is a niche business, and we could
have fun online presence. People like when brands feel like real people, so
our voice would be very conversational while still remaining professional
(to some extent).

Product
Big shoes. Only big shoes. The biggest, in fact. Most
shoe stores don’t do that. That’s why we’re unique.

Place
Our goal is to stir up that one-of-a-kind Texan
pride to get behind this one-of-a-kind shoe store.
We want everyone to fall in love with our brand
and shout it from the rooftops, even people with
average-sized feet. Almost every person knows a
tall person who struggles to find shoes that fit. We
want basketball players and football players and
construction workers and mechanics and bankers
and your great aunt’s gardener and the guy who
works at Subway — anyone who wants to support
us, we want to be their friend. And Dallas has
almost every flavor of person to offer. So saddle
up, grab your cowboy hat, and let’s go to Texas.
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Hopefully, our friends in professional sports will come in clutch. First, we
will reach out to the players on the teams to inform them we have products
that they would benefit from greatly. If we could get some of these famous
athletes to come down to the store and buy shoes from us, we might be
able to turn them from prospects into customers, customers into clients,
and clients into advocates. Building relationships with the individual players
could help us land some sponsorship deals with the teams and spread
awareness among the fan bases.
Additionally, we will engage ourselves in more traditional advertising like TV ads, radio ads, flyers,
posters, and billboards. We want to be careful about how we spend our marketing dollars, but we
also want to get the brand name out there.

Competitive Advantage
We provide quality, desirable shoes to those who are continuously
neglected by other shoe stores — people with big feet.
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Financial Plan
Year 1 Income Statement

Financial Strategy

Month
Revenue
Sales
Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Profit
Operating Expenses
Rent
Wages
Utilities
Marketing
Travel
Maintenance
Total Operating Expenses
Total Income from Operations
Income Tax Expense
Net Income

You’ve gotta spend money to make money. The initial order of shoes, store
equipment, and rent expense will cost us significantly on the front end.
However, those investments should pay off in the long run. Our mid-to-high
level pricing strategy will ensure we make a good profit off each item we sell.

Startup Costs
Item

Price
Quantity Total Cost
Shoes
$40.00
1000 $40,000.00
Socks
$3.00
250
$750.00
Shoe laces
$2.00
100
$200.00
6 months of operating costs
$40,001.25
6 $240,007.50
Year 11Income
Statement
Marketing
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
Website development
$5,000.00
1 2$5,000.003
Month
1
Square cash register system
$800.00
2
$1,600.00
Revenue
Sales
$27,700.00
$29,085.00
$30,539.25
Counter
$250.00
1
$250.00
Cost of Goods Sold
$10,400.00 $10,920.00 $11,466.00
Outdoor sign
$400.00 $17,300.00 1$18,165.00
$400.00
Gross Profit
$19,073.25
Operating Expenses
Disposable socks
$0.14
250
$35.00
Rent
$5,321.25
PPE
$5,000.00 $5,321.25 1 $5,321.25
$5,000.00
Wages
$20,280.00 $20,482.80 $20,687.63
Cleaning supplies
$100.00 $3,000.00 1 $3,000.00
$100.00
Utilities
$3,000.00
Marketing
Single shoe racks
$270.00 $5,000.0020 $500.00
$5,400.00$500.00
Travel
$300
$300
$300
Double shoe racks
$249.00
30
$7,470.00
Maintenance
$250
$250
$250
Stools
$600.00
Total Operating Expenses $60.00 $34,151.2510 $29,854.05
$30,058.88
Total Income from Operations
($10,985.63)
Mirrors
$100.00 ($16,851.25) 5($11,689.05)
$500.00
Income Tax Expense
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
Foot measuring devices
$65.00 ($16,851.25) 5($11,689.05)
$325.00
Net Income
($10,985.63)
Misc.
$5,000.00
1
$5,000.00
$317,637.50
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

$27,700.00
$10,400.00
$17,300.00

$29,085.00
$10,920.00
$18,165.00

$30,539.25
$11,466.00
$19,073.25

$32,066.21
$12,039.30
$20,026.91

$33,669.52
$12,641.27
$21,028.26

$35,353.00
$13,273.33
$22,079.67

$37,120.65
$13,936.99
$23,183.65

$5,321.25
$21,103.45
$3,000.00
$500.00
$300
$250
$30,474.70
($9,446.44)
$0.00
($9,446.44)

$5,321.25
$21,314.48
$3,000.00
$500.00
$300
$250
$30,685.73
($8,606.06)
$0.00
($8,606.06)

$5,321.25
$21,527.63
$3,000.00
$500.00
$300
$250
$30,898.88
($7,715.22)
$0.00
($7,715.22)

$5,321.25
$5,321.25
$5,321.25
$5,321.25
$20,280.00 $20,482.80 $20,687.63 $20,894.50
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$5,000.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$300
$300
$300
$300
$250
$250
$250
$250
$34,151.25 $29,854.05 $30,058.88 $30,265.75
($16,851.25) ($11,689.05) ($10,985.63) ($10,238.84)
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
($16,851.25) ($11,689.05) ($10,985.63) ($10,238.84)

Year 1 Income Statement
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

YTD

$32,066.21
$12,039.30
$20,026.91

$33,669.52
$12,641.27
$21,028.26

$35,353.00
$13,273.33
$22,079.67

$37,120.65
$13,936.99
$23,183.65

$38,976.68
$14,633.84
$24,342.84

$40,925.52
$15,365.54
$25,559.98

$45,018.07
$16,902.09
$28,115.98

$49,519.87
$18,592.30
$30,927.57

$54,471.86
$20,451.53
$34,020.33

$454,445.63
$170,622.19
$283,823.45

$5,321.25
$20,894.50
$3,000.00
$500.00
$300
$250
$30,265.75
($10,238.84)
$0.00
($10,238.84)

$5,321.25
$21,103.45
$3,000.00
$500.00
$300
$250
$30,474.70
($9,446.44)
$0.00
($9,446.44)

$5,321.25
$21,314.48
$3,000.00
$500.00
$300
$250
$30,685.73
($8,606.06)
$0.00
($8,606.06)

$5,321.25
$21,527.63
$3,000.00
$500.00
$300
$250
$30,898.88
($7,715.22)
$0.00
($7,715.22)

$5,321.25
$21,742.90
$3,000.00
$500.00
$300
$250
$31,114.15
($6,771.32)
$0.00
($6,771.32)

$5,321.25
$5,321.25
$5,321.25
$21,960.33 $22,179.94 $22,401.74
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$300
$300
$300
$250
$250
$250
$31,331.58 $31,551.19 $31,772.99
($5,771.60) ($3,435.21)
($845.41)
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
($5,771.60) ($3,435.21)
($845.41)

$5,321.25
$22,625.75
$3,000.00
$500.00
$300
$250
$31,997.00
$2,023.33
$0.00
$2,023.33

$63,855.00
$257,201.16
$36,000.00
$10,500.00
$3,600.00
$3,000.00
$374,156.16
($90,332.71)
$0.00
($90,332.71)
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Year 1 Balance Sheet
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash
Inventory
Equipment
6 months of operation costs
Total Assets

$14,436.14
$173,876.36
$21,680.00
$240,007.50
$450,000.00

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Total Liabilities
Shareholders' Equity
Capital Investment
Retained Earnings
Total Shareholders' Equity
Total Liabilities & Shareholders' Equity

$100,000.00
$100,000.00
$350,000.00
$0.00
$350,000.00
$450,000.00

Year 1 Cash Flow Statement
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Operating Activities
Revenue
Inventory
Operating Expenses
6 months of operation cost

$283,823.45
($173,876.36)
($374,156.16)
($240,007.50)

Investing Activities
Investments in Equipment

($21,680.00)

Financing Activities
Capital Contributions
Bank Loan

$350,000.00
$100,000.00

Ending Cash

($75,896.57)

Years 2-5 Income Statement
Year

Revenue
Sales
Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Profit
Operating Expenses
Rent
Wages
Utilities
Marketing
Travel
Maintenance
Total Operating Expenses
Total Income from Operations
Income Tax Expense
Net Income

2

3

$568,057.04 $766,877.01
$204,746.63 $266,170.61
$363,310.42 $500,706.40
$63,855.00 $63,855.00
$270,061.22 $286,264.89
$36,000.00 $36,000.00
$12,600.00 $16,380.00
$3,960.00
$4,554.00
$3,300.00
$3,795.00
$389,776.22 $410,848.89
($26,465.80) $89,857.50
$0.00 $18,870.08
($26,465.80) $70,987.43

4

5

$1,111,971.66
$372,638.86
$739,332.80

$1,723,556.08
$558,958.29
$1,164,597.79

$63,855.00
$306,303.43
$36,000.00
$22,932.00
$5,464.80
$4,554.00
$439,109.23
$300,223.57
$63,046.95
$237,176.62

$63,855.00
$330,807.71
$36,000.00
$34,398.00
$6,831.00
$5,692.50
$477,584.21
$687,013.58
$144,272.85
$542,740.73
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Appendix

Logo
I despise being cliche. When I first came up with the idea for Bigfoot’s Shoe Emporium, I
envisioned the logo incorporating large footprints or a silhouette of a lovely Sasquatch.
However, those motifs have been pretty exhausted, and I didn’t want to do what everyone
else is doing. Thus, I decided to create the outline of a shoe with words. I wanted to stay
true to the idea of Bigfoot’s rugged nature, so I drew the design by hand to give it an organic
vibe. The colors add an exciting and classy flare to the logo. It might be a bit unorthodox,
but I think the shoe fits...
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Founder Resume

Letter to Shoe Company

John David Stewart

Bigfoot’s Shoe Emporium
120 N Madison Ave
Dallas, TX 75208

INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
I am a senior at Harding University studying Integrated Marketing Communication. I have
experience in graphic design, photography, videography, illustration, and podcasting.
SKILLS
Problem Solving
Leadership
Time Management
Creativity
Adaptability
Attention to Detail
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Premiere Pro
REFERENCES
Tara Peacock
Think Idea Studio
Art Director
tara@thinkis.com
(501) 268-1771
April Fatula
Student Publications
Advisor
afatula@harding.edu
(501) 279-4181
Laurie Diles
HU Communication
Department Chair
ldiles1@harding.edu
(501) 279-4445

CONTACT
jstewar3@harding.edu
www.johndavidstew.art
(501) 593-5614

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS | 2018-PRESENT
The Bison Newspaper | Illustrator
Illustrated comics for every edition
Assisted in the distribution process
Won several awards at college media conferences
Shockwave Digital Team | Assistant Content Creator
Helped completely rebrand publication and created a new dynamic logo
Filmed and edited videos posted to social media
Hosted podcasts focused on student life, experiences, and culture
THINK IDEA STUDIO | INTERN | 2019
Assisted head graphic designer with logo design
Filmed and edited videos to advertise rental property
Participated and contributed during staff brainstorming meetings
HARDING UNIVERSITY MEDIA CENTER | ASSOCIATE | 2016-PRESENT
Operated and maintained printers, laminators, and other machinery
Used Adobe Suite and Microsoft Office on a daily basis
Worked closely with the manager to efficiently rebrand
Designed new logo and streamlined all signage
RAMEN DOODLES | CREATOR | 2018-PRESENT
Created successful grassroots webcomic strip
Hired by college newspaper as full-time illustrator
Managed both Twitter and Instagram accounts
Designed and sold merchandise (shirts, sweatshirts, socks, etc.)
HU TV16 & KVHU 95.3 | STUDENT WORKER | 2018-2019
Managed audio and video equipment during live evening news programs
Operated broadcasting cameras at Harding softball games
Deejayed live radio shows weekly

Dear New Balance, our most beloved shoe company:
You make excellent shoes. We here at Bigfoot’s adore your selection of classic
footwear and would love to feature as many pairs as possible. Here’s the kicker:
We only sell oversized shoes.
Kind of quirky, right? Well, there’s a whole host of people with big feet who have
been hiding in the shadows desperately wanting to participate in shoe fashion in
culture. There are almost no shoe stores that sell desirable shoes over size 13,
but we’re striving to change that.
We would love to partner with you to service a niche group who has been
neglected for far too long. Our partnership would benefit everyone — you, us, and
consumers. It might be inconvenient at first to produce such large shoes, but the
market is ripe and the fruit is loyal. If you give the people what they want, they’ll
love you forever.
I hope you consider this proposal.
All the best,

OTHER
Executed Homecoming 2019 social media campaign for Harding’s Campus Activities Board
Served as VP of Branding for Harding’s Integrated Marketing Communication Organization
Functioned as Communications Coordinator and faculty liaison for student branding project
Filmed and edited videos for various Harding offices and organizations
GPA: 4.0

John David Stewart
Bigfoot’s Founder & New Balance fanboy

Harding Trustee Scholar
Arkansas Governor’s Distinguished Scholar
Honors Scholar
Dean’s List
Studied abroad in Greece and Italy

+1 555-555-5555 | bigfootsshoeemporium.com | @bigfootsshoeemporium

Member of multiple academic and social clubs
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